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NITRATE MOVEMENT IN FREEZING OR FROZEH SOILS 
Abstract 
Donald G. Moore 
Under th.e supervision of Dr. E. M. White 
iii 
Nitrate movement in freezing and frozen soils was studiect in both 
disturbed and undisturbed �oil� by laboratory and field investigations. 
Thermoelectric cooling plates were placed in insulated freezing boxes. 
Soil cores placed in the freezing boxes were stored, frozen, or thawed 
at a specific temperature or temperature gradient. Field plots and soil 
columns reset into the field. environment were used to observe migration 
of either fall- or winter-applied nitrate. 
Movement of surface applied nitrate was caused by passage o f  a 
fre�zing front through e:i. ther saturated or l;nsaturated sand or saturated 
Vienna loam.. The nitrate r:-,ovement due to freezing was greater in 
unsaturated sand than in saturated san<l possibly due to the fo:rmaticn 
of mor•e brin� pockets in the saturated sand* Movement of nit1'ate from 
the surface of differe!1t · kinds of c]_ay-sand mixtures maintained at -5 C 
was in.fluenccd bv clay type, kjnd of excha.ngecble cation 9 and soil 
moisture co!ltent. �fogative ac.scrption of nitrate by clay sm'faces 2nd 
the formation of thin ice lenses Hhich interrupted liquid-film 
continuity probably were thG maior. factors affecting nitrate moverr:ent. 
Nitrate applied to a frozen, s2.tuy,atE:d Kyle clay or Vienna loam moved 
mOi..'\:: when i.1: wa-s applied to the -0 e 5 C rc1ther than the -3. 3 C soil.­
column end. T!:is di£fe�ence was not found for Egeland sandy loam. I 
iv 
an experiment wi:t� freezing and faawing Vienna-loam columns ni tr3te 
moved with water toward the concentrated (warm) end of the core during 
the thaw cycle. Fall-applied nitrate moved more than winter-applied 
nitrate in soil cores for t�o separate years in the field studies. 
Nitrate appeared to have moved down to a 30-cm depth in the field plots 
after either a fall or winter• nitrate application. 
Mechanisms for nitrate movement in addition to salt rejection 
from the ice in the freezing soil solution, movement with mass flow 
of water� and diffusion due to concentration gradients could be caused 
by the Soret effect and brine-pocket migration. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Ni trate movement in s oils during the fall and winter could be 
aff� cted by soi l  temperature and temperature-gradient fluctuations . 
In colder regions lacking permafrost the soi l  free zes from the surface 
downward in the fall. The frozen layer may remain frozen during the 
winter or the uppe r part may free ze and melt several times . As the 
soil water f-ree zes , it may form ice crystals in place or it may move 
to a lens of i ce in th� soi l .  Because the free zing temperature i s  
usually above the eutecti c temperature o f  the soi l  solution , water 
tends to segregate and freeze in the pure state . The s olub le salts 
in the soil soluti on accumul ate in the unfrozen water and form a 
relatively concentrated brine or precipitate i f  their  s olubili ty is 
exceeded. 
In early experinicnts , Bouyoucos ( 19 17 ) demonstrate d  that part 
cf the soil water remains tmfrozen at temperatures below the normal 
f-reezing point of  water. This  un frozen liquid , if present in 
continuous films around and between mineral grains , is  a p ath for 
the migration of soluble s alts. Transport mechanisms that could be 
involved are : di ffusion due to con centration gradients , movement 
with mass  flow of water , gravity flow of brine pockets , and ionic 
movement associ ated with temperature induced ion- activity gradients 
( other than thermally induced water flow ).  
l 
Laboratory an d fie ld investigations with disturbed and 9 1unc1:.st urb­
ed" s oi l  materi als we re conducted :  1 )  t o  determine i f  nitrate rr.ovement 
results from w,idirectional freezing of soils and 2 )  to determine if  
nitrate mov·emen t occu..-s in frozen soi ls . 
REVIEW OF LITERA'fURE 
A. Unfroze:i Wate r in " Frozen Soi ls" 
2 
Investigators have used di fferent methods ( L e. , dilatome ter, 
calorimeter ,  X-ray diffraction , differential thermal an alysis ) to det:er­
mine the unfrozen water content in fro zen soil rnaterj als ( Hernwall and 
Low , 1955 ; Kolaian and Low , 1963 ; Nerseova ( also spelle d  fe�ses ova ) 
and Tsytovich , 19 6 3 ;  An derson and Hoekstra , 196 5 ; Anderson , 19 66 ; 
Anderson and Tice , 19 7 1) .  These di fferent scientists report the 
e xistence of unfrozen water in froze� soils but de not agree on tne 
quantity of \L'1fr•ozen water present . 
The most comprehensive ·mfrozen~water-cont�nt data were presented 
by Nerseova and Tsytovich ( 19 6 3 ) . 'i'he contents were determined 
calorime trically and reported as unfrozen w ater , as percent of the 
dry-soil  wei ght , at a given temperature ( T-degrees centigrade) .  
As the s urface ur�a of soil material increases ( l  through 5 - Fig. l )  
the quantity o f  un frozen water at a given temperature incr-eases. 
Andern on ( 19 6 8 )  characterized interfacial regions in frozen soils 
as :, i ce-ice ( I I ; grain boundary ), · ce-water-air ( IWA ) , s ilicate-water­
sili cate ( SWS ; prima1.,i .:.y interlarnellaP ) , and silicate-water- ice ( SWI ; 
extr•alamellar) " .  He suggested that the IWA , SvH , and SWS interfaces 
include a liquid-like wateP layer in contrast to the I I  surface . 
Jellinek ( 196 7 )  presented a survey of 100-years co�troversy as to 




Te m p e r a t ur e  , C 
Fig .  1 - Unfrozen wat e r  contents in typi cal nonsaline soils : 
( 1 ) quartz s an d , ( 2 )  sandy loam , C :3 )  loam , ( 4 ) clay , 
and ( 5 )  clay containing mon tmori lJon i te ( Nerseova and 
Tsytovi ch , 19 6 3 ) .  
concluded that a liq_uid- like layer is very likely "to e xist  and may vury 
from a maximum thi ckness  of 100 A ne ar the melting point unti l i t  
vanishes at about -30C. 
Hoekstra an d Mi lle r  ( 1967 ) demonstrated the mi gration of g lass 
beads throt,gh i ce that was s ub j ected t o  a temperat ure gradien t .  A 
liquid layer ( SWI ) s urrounding the bead allows water flow from the 
warm to the cold s ide of the bead where the water freezes . This 
process causes the bead to migrate through the i ce .  Corte ( 1962 , 
196 3 )  0bse rve d s ize s orti n g  of p arti cles in a hete rogene ous mixture 
dl!ring- the advan cemen t o f  ail i ce-w ater in terface . Movemt::;nt of  
part icles at  the  free zin g  front rea u.�rcs the prssense  of a liquid- like 
3 
layer ( SWI ) betw�en the p article and th e ice . If it were not 
present � the pai-'ticle would be  entrapped within the ice . 
4 
Anderson and Hoekstra ( 196 5 ) studied "homoioni c" , clay-water pastes 
of Wyomin g be-ntmi te at freezing temperatures using X-ray di ffraction 
techniques. They concluded , that upon decreasing ter1peratur•es to a 
subfree zing level , all but two or three monomolecular layers of inter­
lamellar wat er ( SHS ) migrated into interparticle pore spaces wher� it 
crystallized as i ce .  The amounts of unfrozen interlamellar water were 
estimate d [ indi cate d by d{ O O l )  spacinr.;s ]  and shown to be primar•ily 
dependent on tenperature ( Fig. 2 ) .  Below approximat�ly -5 C very 
J.i ttle dependence on the type of exchan geable cation was notice d .  The 
d(  0 0 1 )  sp acings were nearly independent of initial water content . 
0 
0 
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Fig .  2 - The change in d ( OOl )  spacings , for Wyomin g bentonite 
saturated with various cations , during the warming 
portion .of a freeze-thaw cycle .  The dotted line 
indi cates the ter:merature at whi ch ice was last known 
to be present ( Anderson and Hoekstra s 196 5 ). 
5 
Using calorimetric si:uclies of calcium or sodium asc�"1 ge l-bentonite or 
kaolinite clays, Nerseova and Tsytovi ch ( 19 6 3 )  found that the influence 
of e xchan ge&:Jle cations on the amount of water in liquid phase w3.s small. 
compared to the influence of tr1e S'..ll"face proper ties of the clays ( Fig. 
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Fig. 3 - Unfrozen water content in kaolini te (1  and 2 )  and 
montmori llonite ( 3 ,  4 ,  and · s )  clays with different 
e xchangeab le cations ( Nerseova and Tsytovich , 19 6 3 ) .  
Anderson ( 196 8 )  p lotted temperature against the ratio o f  total 
unfro zen-water contents t o  the respective s urface areas for mon trnoril­
lonite and kaolinite. He observed , that above -5 C ,  kaolinite 
possessed a thicker• s urface liquid- like laye1" than the montrnorilloni te 
clays. from M• S to -� 10 C they we1"'e essential ly the same . From this  
typ e of data it appears that the SWI interface may b e  thi cker than 
th e SWS interface at temperatures down to about -5 c .  
Anderson and Hoekstra ( 1965 ) observed hyst eresis associated with 
the migration of wat er between interlamellar and interparticle spaces 
(Fig. 4 ) .  
10 
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Fig .  4 - Lattice collapse and re- expansion of sodium-bentonite 
during a freeze-thaw cycle ( An derson and Hoekstra , 196 5 ) . 
Th ey felt the effect was due to supercooling since if  the s ample were 
artificially nucleated at  -1 . 5  C th e d( OOl ) spacing d ecreased so that 
the cooling and warming curves nearly coincided. 
6 
B .  Continuitv o f  Water Films an d  Water Movement 
Liquid-water and/or ion movement can occur i f  a potential for 
movement exists and if  continuous liquid films are present within the 
me dia. This section will present evidence for the presence of 
continuous films and the migration of liquid water. 
Hoekstra ( 196 5 ) concluded  the magnitude of electrical conductance 
of frozen Wyorning-bentonite suspensions was consistent with theoretical 
values calculated when unfrozen-liquid films were assumed to be 
continuous . The conductance per gram of clay in the frozen suspension 
was dependent on temperature but independent of water content in the 
range of 56 to 3t16%. The conductances of frozen sodium- or calcium­
clay suspens:i. ons were nearly the same and the charge mobility was 
apparently independent of ioni c species at low d{ OO l )  spacings. 
Migration of cations in frozen soi ls usually requires the presence 
of liquid- like films. Both interlamellar and extralamellar surfaces 
would transport cations. Murrmann , Hoekstra , and Bialkowski { 19 6 8 )  
determined the self-diffusion coefficient o f  sodium ions in Wyoming 
bentonite at various subzero temperatures. They concluded the observec 
rapid diffusion over a 5-cm distance at -15 C would not be poss ible 
unless water films were both present and continuous. Thus the 
continuous films of extralarnellar liquid water were important for 
diffusion over this dista11ce. The self-diffusion coefficients probably 
decreased with decreasing temperature because the liquid- film thickness 
decreased. 
Observati ons of el,actro-osmotic migration of liquid water in 
.. 
frozen Wyer.ting bentoni te led Hoekstra and Chamberlain ( 1961+ )  to conclude 
that liqui d wate� was transported through continuous films. As water 
moves t o  the cathode i ce melts to replenish the water in the liquid 
film. Ther� fore , i f  i ce is present the liquid- film thickness is 
controlled by. temperature . 
Hoekstra ( 19 6 6 ) measured mois ture movement t o  a freezing frcn t in 
unsaturated Fairbanks s ilt. He concluded that an ice ohase enhances 
mois ture transfer to the cold s ide .  Moisture movement within the 
frozen zone , which was t oo large to  occur in the vapor phas e , probably 
occurre d in the liquid ph ase  alonr con tinuous films . The rate of 
migrati on de creased rapi dly as terrperature decreased below O C. 
Koopmans ( 19 6 5 ) indi cated that water may move thrcug!1 smal l s oil pores 
containing liquid--like water but this would only be signi fican-t in the 
temperature range from O to -0 . 2 C.  
Hoekstra ( 19 6 9 ) measured the press ure develoo�d durin g freezing  
of granulaI>- and clay-type s oils .  He s ummari zed that in clay s c,i ls 
8 
the pressure developed depends on the temperature at the i ce lens 
whereas in gr&1ular s oils the press ure is independent of temperature . 
For i ce lenses to grow water must  mi grate to  the lenses .  As i ce .lenses 
grow , the minerals are separated s o  the un frozen water films are no 
longer continuous paths for water mi gration. In a frozen unsaturated 
granular s oi l , the ice usually i s  dis continuous and flow can occur in 
the films ( Hoeks tra , 19 6 6 ) .  Many mi cros copi c i ce lenses may extend 
across pores in a saturated. s oil  and impede water movement . The large 
amount of unfrozen water in clay-type soils provides ma:cy films for 
liquid ml gr•ati on • .  Thus , Hoekstra ' s ( 19 6 9 ) obs�r•vation that press ure 
developed was tempe1..,ature dependent probably is related t o  the soi l ' s 
9 
capability to  trarisport water to the freezin g front for ice lens growth .  
Dirksen and Mil ler ( 1966 ) observed moisture flow to a free zing 
front and ,� i thin the frozen zone . By con,par.Lng calculated values for 
vapor trilll�port with observed values of moisture mi eration in a moist­
unsatura-ted soiJ , they con cluded that the largest volume of moisture 
flow to the :freezing front was :!t tributed to hydraulic ( liquid ) rather 
· than thermal ( vapor ) transport. Th erefore , after an ice phase forms , 
a hydraulic gradien t is present for water movement. As ice ceases to 
form , thermal movement would contribute a greater proportion of  the 
total movement .  I n  their closed system this involved vapor transport 
to the cold end and liquid transport to the warm end. They observed 
moisture mi gration into the fr•ozen zone and attributed t!ds to the 
frozen soil imbibing water as the thickness of  films decrea.s ed with 
temperature . 
Ferguson , Bro�n , and Dickey ( 1964 )  found in a �ie ld study thut no 
appr--eciable water moved into the frozen zone during the winter  if the 
subsoil water tension was greater than 5 bars . Willis et aL ( 196 1 ) 
reported in Horth Dakota th at o .. lerwinter f:r.eezinP-" had little , i f  any , 
e ffect on the accumulation o f  water at the depth o f  freezinR. However 
in an area w ith a hi gh water table , Willis et al. ( 19 6 4 )  found th at 
a decrease in the water-table height occurred as soil water .in creased 
in the frozen zcne. Sartz ( 19 6 8 )  found in field studies that 
infiltration and percolation were the primary m�chanisms of  water 
movement into the frozen zone where groundwater tables were at least 
5 rn below the ground surface . Cary ( 1966 ) calculated that vapor 
transpor•t •in a natur"al soi l svstcrn could not be  great enough to explain 
II!!,: • ---� --
- - - �r
,· 
observati ons reported in the literature for water movement into the 
frost zone . 
� 
.. .,-; "·" 
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C .  Salt Movement in Frozen Soils 
Surface applied s alts may be transported by various mechan j �ms 
during soil freezine and after· the soil has frozen. Sections A and B 
of this manus cri pt presente d evi de •. c� for the presence of un frozen , 
contiuuous liquid-like films in partially frozen soil systems c This 
section will outline mechanisms for salt movement during freezing  and 
within the f�ozen zone. 
11 
freezing forms �elatively pure ice thereby con centrating sa lt in 
the rernaininE; solution. The solution salts :r13y either concentrate in 
brines or precipitate . !1ovement of salt can be in all directions e xcept 
into the ice . Oue of these directions is downward away from the 
freezing  fl,ont. This illustrates the first mechanism of salt movement 
pres�nted ., 
Diffusion alon g  salt concentration gradients and salt movement 
with mass flew of w2.i:el'' are two other possib le mechanisms for ion 
movement. Fick ' s first law states that the flux of a substance through 
a plane perpendicular to the direction of diffusion is directly 
proporti onal to the concentration gradien t. The proportionality 
constant is termed the diffusion coe fficient .  1Htrate movement with 
mass flow of water in a noninteracti ve system can be described as the 
flux equal to the quanti ty of water translocated multiplied by the 
cor:centration of  11 itrate in that w ater. Many soil properties affect 
these mech anisms .  Gardner ( 19 6 5 ) st ated th at the diffusion coe fficient 
could fluctuate with viscos ity of the diffusing rnedi um , tortuos i ty of 
the diffus ion path ) temperature , con centration of e lectrolyte , type 
of cour.teri ou� pr�sent , soi l-moisture content ) soil re action , and others . 
· - h  
r f. 





Kemper ( 1960) applied diffuse-double-layer theory to des cribe 
experimental observations of the salt-s ieving effect. The effect of 
negative adsorption of  anions to the negatively charged clay platel�ts 
was to :restrict moisture movement by 90% in a relatively dry clay-type 
soil. Van Schaik and Kemper ( 19 6 6 ) found a 50%  reduction in the 
chloride di ffusion coefficient in sodium- or calcium-s aturated 
bentonite and attributed this to effects caused by negative adsorption 
due to a wide range in pore sizes. 
Liquid-water movement in thin films creates a viscous drag on 
cations located near the clay surface . The anions are l"epelled from 
the clay surface and are not able to diffuse freely through small pores 
between clay pa1'"'ticles , thus crea6 ng a salt-s ieving effect. As cations 
are moved with the flow of water a streaming potential is  developed. 
The streaming potential tends to  reverse th e direction of  cation flat_., 
and increase anion movemsnt in the direction of water flow ., Because 
the charge due t o  cations in many soil systems is much larger than the 
charge due to anions ( excluding negatively charged colloidal materials ) ,  
the net effect of s alt sieving and streaming potentials in a relatively 
d1y system is to reduce the rate of both liquid and anion flow. 
Nielso� et  al. ( 1970 ) suggest that when the film thickness approaches 
the thickness of the diffuse layer of adsorbed cations ( 20 to 300 A )  
that solute movement may be res tricted. 
Edwards, Posner, and Quirk ( 19 6 5 ) found that the distance chloride 
was excluded from monovalent-catio:r: Fi thian-illite clay surfaces 
decreas ed with decr'easing ca·'. ioi.1 hydration ,, The calcium illi te did 
show some· negati ve adsorption but magnesium and aluminum illi tes 
showed positive .adsorption. Negative adsorption was greater for 
expanding than nonexpanding clays . 
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Porter et al . ( 1960) observed a decrease in the di ffusion trans­
mission coefficients in uns aturated soils in the sequence of loam>silty 
clay loam>clay. The coefficient increased for each texture as moistw:1e 
content increased. One of the factors that could have caused this 
increase is that as soil-water content increases , the thi ckness of 
films connecting la1:�ger pores increases and the s alt-sieving effe ct is 
reduced. 
Anions -tend to be excluded from a portion of the tot al volume 
occupied by solution . For a specific  soil an increase in water 
content dilutes the electrolytes and increases the magnitude of  
negative adsorption ( Bab cock , 1963 ) .  Thomas and Swoboda ( 1970 ) 
concluded that in a high vers us low cation-exchange-capacity soil the 
e ffect of anion exclusion in the high cation-exchange -capacity soil 
increased the e fficiency o f  chloride movement re.lati ve to total water 
movement during leaching. They observed that the efficiency decreased 
from 137 to 112% by increasing electrolyte concentration from 0. 0 1  to 
1. 0 N .  
As the soil freezes , concentrated brine pockets may form. The 
concentrations of the brine solution at a given temperature are 
determined by the solubility of the salts . If a temperature gradient 
exists across the brine pocket , concentration gradients usually exist . 
The driving force for the movement of brine pockets is the di fference 
in composition between the warm and cold sides of  the pock�t . 
Hoekstra , Osterk amp , and Weeks ( 1965 )  used a simple diffusion model 
2 7 4 2 9 8 . 
to calculate migration values of  ice-imbedded potassium-ch loride or 
sodium-ch loride brine pockets. Comparisons of calct!lated with observed 
values were con sistent but the observed were always less than the 
calcu lated . Neither the gravi tationa l field or• crystallographic 
orientation h ad a significant effect on movement .  Kingery and Goodnow 
( 196 3 )  evaluated the mechanisms of  brine pocket migration through sea  
ice . They concluded that gravity drainage through grain-boundary 
channels was the primary mechanism with temperature-gradient diffusion 
mechanisms as secondary . 
Lewi3 and Walker ( 19 70 ) observed a gradual increase in salinity 
of sea  water beneath the ice during the winter in Canbrid ge Bay. 
They concluded th at as the thickness of ice incr'eased , sc1lt rej ection 
concentrated salt in the under-lyin g water. Temperature anomalies 
measured in th e water beneath th e ice suggested that salt-rich 
streamers were falling from the ice-water interface . 
Fay ( 1920 ) defined the "Soret Ef fect" as : 
"That principle by which i f  differences of  temperature are induced 
in a solution o f  common salt or other substance in water, the dissolved 
material will become relatively concentrated in those port ions in 
which the temperature i s  the lowest" . 
Sncr�don and Turner ( 1960 ) measured values of the Soret 
coefficient ( S ) : 
S = -( 1/m ) ( dm/dT ) 
where m = molali ty and T = temper•ature ( degrees Kelvin ) .  
The Soret coefficient for s odium :ii trate in 0 . 0 1 � aqueous solutions 
-3 
at 2 5  C was l . 2 7xl0 JC . The posit j v� value indicates the soluti on 
concentrates on the colder side . For a detaile.d theoretical 
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devel opment of the S0ret effect refer to the text by de Groot and Mazur 
( 196 2 ) .  Cary an d  Mayland ( 19 72 ) observed salt migration in a frozen 
silt-loam soil s ub j ected to a temperature gradient of  5 C { -5. 5 to o . s  C )  
in 2 4  cm , They concluded th at high soil-moisture contents arid s oJ ub le 
salts with positive Sore t coefficients favored salt and water movement 
to the cold surface. Up to a three- fold chan ge in salt concentration 
from cold to warm ends was observed after a 6-week-t ime interval., 
Campbell , Ferguson , and Warder ( 19 70) reported from a winter fie l<l­
study in Canada that both nitrate and moisture r.1oved upwards in a 
frozen soil at field capacity and that at the wilting percentage the 
mo-vernent 11as negligible. r1ur•rmann and Hoekstra ( 19 70)  observed that 
self-di ffusion coeffi cient for sodiu;:1 ions in frozen Wyoming-bentonite 
suspensions decreased rapidly with decreasing temperature. They 
attributed this to liquid film reduction. They determined that a 
temperature gradient up to 0 . 3 C/crn had little e ffe ct on either 
sodiu□-ion dJ. ffusion or water· movement over a temperature range of 
0 to - 12 C .  
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES 
A. The Controlled Freezing Apparatus 
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Laboratory apparatus for freezing was developed s o  that the 
heat-flux direction within cores was substantially controlled. 
Environmental-control chambers (ECC )  with insulated walls were construct­
ed to house the heat-flux equipment and samples ( Fig. 5 ). 
ECC-A ECC-B 
Fig. 5 -Environmental control chambers ( E CC )  used for laboratory 
investigations. 
The ECC were in turn housed in a walk-in cold chamoer ( �4 C )  for ambient 
temperature control . Heat flux between cores was controlled by placing 
the cores in holes drilled in styrofoam ( Fig. 6 ) .  
FigG  6 -ECC-A cont aining drill holes for placement o f  core samples . 
An example of  apparatus arrangement and s ample positioning used 
is illustrated in Fig. 7. 
Fig. 7 - ECC-B interior construction and instrumentation. 
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a. Cambion Model 5 82-7245-01 1 120-watt water- cooled thermoelectric 
cooling plate2 ( 25 . 4x30. 5  cm cooling surface) 
1Product name and model number specified only for the reader' s  procure­
ment of further specifications of unusual equipment and does not indi­
cate an endorsement by either the author or South Dakota State University. 
2 Cambridge T hermoionic Corporation , 445 Concord Avenue , Cambridge , 
Massachusetts. 
b. Aluminum heat-transfer plates (l. 3x25. 4x30. 5 cm ) 
c. Thermal contact cornpom1d (Silicone loaded with zinc oxide) 
d. Styrofoam core-sample insulation 
e. 10-cm styrofoam wall 
f. Outside support frame ( 1. 3- cm exterior plywood ) 
g. 24-gauge copper and constantan Type-T wires for thermocouple 
leads and j unctions 
h. Access port to { a )  for water inlet and outlet hoses 
i. Sensor and temperature-control probes for cold plate 
j .  Wooden support pegs through styrofoam ( asbestos layers 
on ends ) 
k. Steel support arm from i1eat- transfer plate ( asbestos 
insulation at contact ) 
1 ,  m ,  or n. Water-line access locations . 
Two sets of six cores , which were separated by either a plate of  
styrofoam insu lation or a hollow aluminum flux plate a:t location (m ) , 
could be frozen with two equitemperature freezing plates located at 
locations ( 1) and ( n ) .  The heat flux across either side of the 
aluminum plate should have been equal if the temperature differentials 
were equal. Figure 8 illustrates the exterior view of the aluminum 
plate. 
I i:.·�·· . . :i_.� .. 
I ._ · I . 
(' .  ·�·· ' 
I �· �. •· .. � 
Fig. 8 _ Aluminum heat-flux plate for two-dlrecticnal use. 
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E CC-A ( Fig. 6 )  was designed so one styrofoam section of cores could be 
treated at the top or bottom by any combination of the three heat- flux 
plates. 
The coolant for the thermoelectric plates was water whi ch was 
circulated from a polyethylene barrel. Figure 9 illustrates the constant­
temperature water supply and circulating pump . Weight- controlled micro­
switches were in�orporated within the coolant circulat ion system so i f  
a malfunction occurred , the system ' s  power would be terminated. 
Fig.  9 - Coolant source for thermoelectric heat flux plates . 
a .  Circulating pump ( at  least 1 liter/minute under load) 
b .  Polyethylene water barrel (�  130 liters ) 
c. E C C-B. 
The aluminum-plate temperature was controlled by an 8-liter variable-
temperature water bath and circulating pump. 
Power was supplied to the thermoelectric plates with either a 
Cambion Model 809-7264-02 or Model 583-72 30-01 variable D C  solid­
state power supply (Fig. 10 ) .  
Fig. 10 - Temperature control and monitors for ECC. 
a and b. Vari able DC s olid-state power supplies 
c. Multipoint recorder for thermocouple s ensor temperatures 
d. Continuous recorder monitoring walk-in-cold-chanDer temperature. 
Power supply ( a) controlled the thermoelectric cold-plate temperatures 
to +0 . 5  C when used in conjun ction with sensor and temperature probes 
( I-Fig. 7 ). Power supply (b ) controlled the plate heat-flux by a 
manual amperage control. Two plates could be connected in series and 
operated from one power source. 
The 2 4  channels of temperature data were recorded at hour 
intervals with a recording potentiometer in conjunction with thermo­
couple sensors . Thermocouples were inserted into the soil in holes 
formed by pus hing a needle through small access holes in the tubing. 
The thermocouples were pushed tightly into the soil ( � 1. 5 cm from the 
wall) and ths holes in the tube were filled with RTV-adhes ive. Cold­
chamber temperatures were ·continuously recorded on ttie line l:'ecorder 
( d ) . 
B. !:Eeparation of Soil Columns 
Kyle clay ,  Vienna loam , Egeland sandy loam , grade O silic� sand , 3 
and calcium- or sodium-saturated montmorillonite ( Montmorillonite No. 
26 - Clay Spur , Wy oming ) or kaolinite ( Kaolinite No. 4 - Oneal Pit 
Macon , Georgia) 4 soil materials were used as di ffusion columns . 
Tubing used for the diffusion-column containers was either poly-
ethylene 5 or glass ( Fig. 11 ) .  
Fig. 11 -Tubing used for diffusion-column containers . 
a. Glass -1-cm inside diameter ( I . D. )  by 10 cm 
b. Polyethylene - 2. 5-cm I . D. by 10 cm ( also 5 cm length used 
but not shown in photograph) 
c. Polyethylene -7. 6-cm I. D .  by 18 cm. 
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Polyethylene tubing had rigidity and thermal characteristics desirable 
for handling soil cores and for unidire ctional freezing. A planar 
freezing front was observed visually and inferred from temperature 
measurements in soil with variable water contents when placed in 
3Gopher State Silica , Inc. , Lesueur , Minnesota. 
\lard ' s  Natural Science Estab lishment , Inc. , P � O. Box 1712 ,  Rochester , 
New 'York. 
5Bel-Art Products , Pequannock , New Jers ey. 
polyethylene tubing. Visual observations were conducted at the time 
of sampling. Temperatures were monitored at both the soil-tube inter­
face and center of th e columns. 
Glass tubing was sliced into 0. 8-cm lengths . Ten 0 . 8-cm lengths 
were assembled into 10- cm  cores by wrapping the spaced lengths with 
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two layers of Parafilm "M" and taping them in place with wat er-resistant 
tape . This construction provided insulation between each length 'and 
faci litated equal increment sampling. 
Undisturbed sm--face soils ( 0-18  cm) were collected in the 7 . 6-cm 
tubes ( c-Fig. 11) by hydraulically forcing a steel-sheathed core in 
a soil area that had the surface organic debris removed ( Fi g. 12 ). 
( a ) ( b )  
Fig. 12 -Apparatus used for obtaining undisturbed soil cores. 
a. Polyethylene tube ( 7. 6-cm I . D. )  inserted into met al sheath 
b. Coring tool and core prepared for storage. 
Samples were collected the la.st two weeks of October 1970 . If large 
roots or ch��nels were visible , the cores w ere d · scarded. The core 
ends were covered wi 1:h Parafilm " M" that was held in _place by Scotch 
tape .  Cores were stored at  �4 C until used. 
Bulk samples o f  disturbed surface soils were collected at the 
same time as the cores. They were air dried ,  crushed to pass a 1-mm 
round-hole screen , and stored. Vegetation on the s oil at the time of 
sarrpling was : Kyle clay - grassland , Vienna loam - alfalfa-grass mix­
ture , and Egeland sandy loam - alfalfa-grass mixture. 
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The dry disturbed soils were pl2ced in tubes b y  spooning 
approximately a 2- cm depth of s oil into the container and tapping the 
side until noticeable settling had ceased. The sand was packed into 
the 7 . 6-crn I . D. cores by compacting (with the s and at a given rno�sture 
level) hydraulically with 1810 kg  pressure ( Fig. 13 ) .  The total column 
length was compacted at the s ame time to assure particle contact and to 
avoid layered con di. tions . 
Fig. 13 -Packing apparatus for high pressure packing. 
Clay-sand mixtures wet'e placed in the glass tubing at a given moisture 
level by hand compacting with a rod. 
The s oil columns ( all except those packed at specifi c moisture 
contents ) were then s aturated under reduced air pressure. Saturation 
was accomplis hed by capillary rise from the bottom of  the soil core 
placed on a porous plate • . Pressures up to 1. 0 2  atrn were imposed upon 
the system for desaturation to the desired moisture tension . Figure 
14 ilJ.u.strates the pressure containers and controls. 
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Fig. 14 -Pressure cookers and controls used to desaturate soils to 
a desired moisture tension . 
N itrate treatments we1"1e then ap!>lied usin g the appropriate quantity 
of saturated calcium- or sodium-nitrate solution. The cores were sealed 
by taping Parafilrn "M" over the en ds . 
C. The Field Experiment 
Prepared cores we re reset in the field envit'onment either b e fore 
the soil fro2.e in th e fall or after ·the soil was frozen to at least 
18 cm . 
Year 1. The equivalent of 5 70 k g/hectare of KN0
3
-N was applied to 
either 7 . 6 -cm I. D. cores or 30 . 5-cm-square olots on the Vienna­
loam soil. The open cores ( no coverin g on either the top or 
bottom)  were buried in styrofoam blocks in a clipped alfalfa 
field ( Fig. 15 ) .  The soil in the bottom of the core was in 
contact with the underlying soil. The plots , ere covered with 
a dome-shaped water-proofed canvas ( Fi g. 16 ) .  A polyethylene 
sheet extended from the s ·rface to at least a 60-cm depth 
along the perimeter of the canvas cover.  No soi l temperatures 
were taken . The ·30 . 5 cm-square plots were s ampled with the 
apparatus illust�ated in Fig. 12 . 
Fig .  15 -Experimental arrangement of year-one field experiment. 
Fig. 16 - Cover used for year-one fi eld experiment .  
Year 2.  Cores were prepared by covering both ends with Parafilm " M" 
to obtain a closed syst em. They were then set into styrofoarn 
blocks that were placed in a corn fi eld prepared by surface 
organic-d ebris removal. In addition to the disturbed soils 
in cor es , four 1. 5-m-square fi eld plots were use d  to stu<ly 
nitrate movement in undisturbed soil. Temperatures were 
2 5  
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monitored at various times throughout the season on the warm­
est winter days ( App. G-d).  Field plots were sampled using 
a 2. 5-cm-diameter auger. 
D. Soil Sampling and Pnalysis 
Soils Kere sampled from both frozen and un frozen cores by incre­
ments of depth from the surface. Frozen cores were sliced by pounding 
a large knife through the material. Sampling-depth errors were small 
except in close proximity to the free zing front where in a few cases 
sampling error was up to an estimated O. 25 cm. The samples were either 
air-dried for nitrate analysis or oven-drie d at 10 5 C for gravimetric 
moisture deterrr�nation. The air-dried samples wer� crushed to pass 
a 1-mm screen. 
Nitra.te analyses were conducted using an Orion Model 9 2 -07  Nitrc=-.te 
Electrode in conjunction with a sleeve-type Ag-AgCl reference electrode 
and an Orion Model 40'7 Speci fic Ion Meter. 6 
Various investigators have obtained reliable results for electro­
chemical determinations of nitrate ( Bremner , Bundy , and Agarwall , 196 8 ;  
Potterton aT'ld Shults , 1967 ; Dahnke , 19 71 ; Mahendrappa , 1969 ; Onken , 
Sunderman , and Jones , 19 70 ; Oien and Selmer-Olsen , 1969 ) .  The following 
procedures were derived from their reports for use in this e :q,er•iment : 
1. Calibrati ons at the beginning of each day were conducted 
using 1, 10 , and 100 ppm solutions of KNO rN to deter•rnine the 
temperature-compensation adj us tment level. 
2. Recalibration after each group of 12 samples was conducted 
6 0rion Rese arch Incorporated ,  11 Blackstone Street ,  Cambri dge , Mass . 
using the 10 ppm standard. 
3. Ten ( 10 . 0 )  grams of air-dried soil ( crushed to pass a 10-mesh 
screen ) were extr•acted with 25 ml of distilled water by 
mechanically shaking the suspension in a 5 0-ml stoppered 
flask for at least one-half hour. 
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4. The soil and solution were transferred into a 25-ml beaker for 
analysis.  
5.  The rinsed and blotted electrodes were imme rs ed into the 
maeneti cally stirred suspe;nsion. 
6. Direct concentrations were read from the logari thrni c scale 
after electrode-suspension equilibriut1 was est ab lished 
( at least 1 minute or when the potential 1"e;nained stable) .  
7. If s olution concentrations were too high for the scale readings , 
dilutions were made by rinsing the extractan t flask with an 
additional 50  ml of water and combining this  with the origin2.l 
extr•acting s olution ( if further dilution was ne cessary the 
sample size was reduced to 1 g ) . 
8 .  Con centrations were reported as ppm o f  N O  3-N using 3 di gits 
( due to logarthmic s cale ) .  
9 .  Values less than 1 ppr.1 ( u..ricorrected for dilution ) were recorded 
as 1 ppm . 
The apparatus used for nitrate analysis is illus trated in Fig .  17.  
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Fig. 17 - Nitrate analysis equipment. 
The reference electrode contained a filling solution that was a 
1 :9  dilution of sat. KCl to water ( resaturated with AgCl ) .  The elec­
trode assembly was housed in an electrically grcunded copper-s creened 
box to reduce static electricity interferences . A correlatio n  analysis 
was conducted on nitrate values which were determined both by the 
electrode n�asurements and by a phenoldisulfonic-acid analys is conducted 
by the South Dakota State University soil testing laboratory on 47 soil 
s amples ( farmer samples sent to the �oil-testing l�½oratory ).  Each 
value reported for either method was an avez,age of duplicate sant?les. 
The concentrations ranged from 2 .  90  to 70 . O ppm.  The highly significant 
correlation coefficient ( r )  was 0 . 9 85 .  
Approximately 6500 nitrate analyses were conducted an d  the 
electrode possessed remarkable stability. During the first 20 to 30 
samples each day electrode drift was prevalent with the system requiring 
calib_ratio n after each 3 or 4 samples . After the preliminary few 
samples , the standardization readings were rarely over 0. 1 ppm from 
the 10 ppm standard solution .  Early-day drift was decreased by storing 
the nitrate electrode i n  10 ppm standard solution and capping the 
reference electrode . 
METHODS FOR INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS 
A .  Laborato':l_ 
1.  Pass age of a freezing fron t through a s aturated s an d  column 
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Cores ( 7 . 6- cm I . D . ) we re prep are d whi ch c ontained e ither moist  
( 10 . 0% )  7 or s aturated s and . They were pl aced in a 4 . 4 C room t o  
ea ui librate for 8 h r  i n  the vert i cal pos i tion that they would be frozen � 
Two ( 2 )  ml of s aturated ( s at . ) Ca( N0 3 ) 2 s oluti on were applied to . the 
b ottom s urface of e ach core . Core free zing from their b ottoms began 
8 hr after the ni trates were applied . Che ck cores re cei ved the s ame 
tre atmen ts e xcept they were not frozen . All cores were prep ared in 
tripli cate for e ach of the proce dures out line d .  
The cores had a free zing plate at one end and a s tyrofoam cove:. 
on the other end . The cold p late was maintained at a me as ured tempera­
ture of -6+ 0 .  5 C .  In addition , temperatures were re corde d at hour 
intervals for the O ,  6 ,  12 , and 1 8  cm dis t an ces from cold plate . 
The un frozen cores remained at �4 C and were s amp led in 1- crn 
in cremen ts con curren tly with the frozen cores ( 28 hr after ni trate 
addition ) • The dep th of free zing ( ass urne d to be where the core 
temperature w as O C )  was calculated at 5 -hr interva ls ( wi th in the 
20-hr fre e zin g pe riod ) by linear interpolat ion between two recorde d  
tempe rat ures .. Moisture con ten ts were dete rmined for the 1- to 2- cm an d 
17- to 18- cm dep ths . An an alys is of vari an ce of the ni trate con-tents 
was conducted with depth , repli cat ion , free zing or n o  free zin g , and 
7 All moi s ture values are reported as percent of dry we ight: . 
moisture content . as the main e ffe cts . 
2 .  Free ze-th aw cy cles in a s aturate d Vienna- loam s oi l  
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Two ( 2 )  ml of s at .  Ca(N0 3 ) 2 were applied to s aturated , undis turbe d 
Vienna- loam s oi l  con tained in 7 . 6 - cm I . D . cores . The cores were place d 
in ECC-B with a styrofoam layer between the two b locks ( e ach cont ain in g  
6 cores ) .  The cores were pos itioned s o  the surface of n i trate 
app li cation w as on the cold p late . Freezing be gan w i thin an hour. after 
nit rates we re applie d .  Che ck cores that re ceived all tre atments except 
free zing were maintaine d at �4 c. 
Temperatures were moni tored hourly at 1,  5 ,  10 , an d  15 cm distan ces 
from the cold plat e . Each fre e ze or thaw cycle was timed for 2 0  hr . 
The �Jcle s  were des i gnat e d  as follows : A = free ze (  f )  , B = free ze-thaw 
( f-t ) , C = f-t- f ,  D = f-t- f-t , an d  E = f-t-• f-t-f. After the 2 0-hr 
fre e ze cy cle cores were frozen to at le ast 15 cm ( assumin g a O C 
temperat ure as frozen ) . After 9 hr of thaw , all core temperatures 
were gre ater than O c .  
Two cores from e ach block [A( f ) ,  C (  f )  , or E (  f )  where f = frozen ] 
along with 2 che ck cores [A( u ) , C (  u ) , or E (  u )  where u = un frozen ] for 
each b lock we re removed afte r the completion of cycles A ,  c ,  and E .  
Dumtw cores o f  s i mi lar mate z"ials were placed in th e voi d spots in ECC-B 
le ft when core s were s ample d .  The cores we re s a111pled b y  1- cm in cre­
ments and an alyze d  for n itrates ,. N i trate conten ts o f  the two 
rep li cations were ave rage d • an d  then th e ave rages of che ck tre atmen ts 
were s ubt ract e d  from their an alogous fro zen tre atment .  The di fferen ces 
found in the di fferen t freeze-thaw cy cles an d the di fferen t  s ample 
depths were analyzed statisti cally. The analysis of variance used 
depth, soil freezing time , and position as main effects . 
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&"lother procedure was used for the cores contained in the top 
block to analyze the direct effects of freezing and thawing. Use of 
this method assumed that the thawing cycle could be reduced to a " zero­
tirne thaw interval". This procedure estimated the nitrate con ten ts 
at the different depths that were caused only by movement during 'the 
freeze-thaw cycles. The nitrate contents with depth in soil cores 
that were not frozen were used for correction values. This pro cedure 
did not correct for ni tl"'ate movement caused by thermal and moisture 
gradients which were present in a thawing core. The estimated nitrate 
contents with depth after successive cycles ( A 1 , c 1 , or E 1 where 1 = 
estimated values for each given cycle )  were obtained in  the fcllowiug 
manner : A 1 ( f) = nitrate contents with depth in A( f )  ( no correction 
needed),  C 1 ( f ) = corrected nitrate contents with depth for C( f) 
[ corrected by subtracting the nitrate contents with depth in A ( u )  
- from nitrate contents in C( f) ], and E 1 ( f )  = corrected nitrate contents 
with depth in E ( f )  ( corre cted by subtracting the nitrate contents 
with depth after 40 hr in unfrozen cores [determined by linear 
extrapolation between values obtained for A( u )  and C( u ) ] from 
contents of cores from E ( f ) ) . 
3. Nitrate �.istribution after a freeze-thaw cycle with nitrai:es 
applied t o  the end that was not frozen 
Undisturbed Vienna-loam soil cores at either 0- or 0. 34-atm of 
moisture tension received an application of 2 ml of sat. Ca( N0 3 ) 2 
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solution . The n.itrate application end of the cores was against t he 
aluminum heat-flux plate (warm end) . The saturated cores were frozen 
downward toward the core ' s  warm end in the top block and the U."1saturated 
cores were frozen upward toward the core ' s  warm end in the bottom 
block of ECC-B. 
Freezing began within 5 hr after the application of nitrates. 
Temperatures were monitored at o ,  6 , 12, and 18 cm distances fro� 
the cold plate. Plate temperatures of � -11 and � +11 C were maintained 
for 118 hr at the two ends of each co�e. After this time the frozen 
soil zone was approximately 8-cm thick ( both observed when sampled 
and calculated by assuming linear gradients between two rr�asured 
temperature points ).  
From each of th e two blocks , two cores were sampled frozen for 
nitrate analyses . In addition , two cores were allowed to thaw at 
!:!4 C for 2 3  hr and were then sampled . Nitrates were analyzed in 
duplicate for each 1-cm increment of the cores . The 0- to 1-cm incre­
ment nitrate value was not included with the other values in the 
analysis of variance because the distribution with depth between freez­
ing treatments was the factor being evaluated. 
4. Nitrate movement in a s and er clay-sand mixture at -5  C 
Either 450 g of montmorilloni te or 450 g of kac,lini te clay WctS 
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dispersed in 6 1 of 6xl0 N sodium hexametaphosphate solution by 
Tlk: chanical shaking. The suspensions were placed at room temperature 
( �28 C) to al.low particles greater than 2 µ to settle past 10 cm 
( Jackson , 195 6 ) .  The upper 10 cm of each suspension was sip honed off 
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and di vide d  into 2 ?Or-ti ons . Each portion \las brcught t o  either a 2 N 
calcium- or s odi um- acetate con centration . One ( 1 )  gil of l1 aCl or CaC 12 
was added 1.0 the s uspens i ons containing s odi um- or calcium- acet ate , 
respe ctive ly .  The s uspensions we re vacuum fi ltered th rough Buchner 
funnels cont ain ing Wh atttan #50  fi lter paper• .  �he firs t  w ashing was 
with a 5 0 %-me thanol aqueous s olution an d subsequen t washings were with 
a 9 5%-meth��ol aqueous s olution .  Wash ing continued un ti l  a negative 
chlori de test ( us in g AgNO 3 ) was observe d on th e fi l tr
1ate . The c lays 
were kept moi s t  at all time s while being filtered t o  avoi d cracking. 
The washed clays we re air dried . The moisture contents of ·the ai r­
dried clays and of the s an ds we re de termin ed ( 10 5  C } . Appropri ate 
amoun ts o f  air- dried clay and s and ( 60  to 140 mesh ) we re combined 
to p repare mixt ures of 20% clay and 80% s and . The mi xtures weN 
brough t  to a 20 96 moisture con tent and grioun d u.5ing a mortar and pestle 
t o  ass ure thorough mi xing and t o  coat all s and p art icles wi th clay . 
Some of the cores were s aturate d by capi llary rise . Only the 
calci um-s atm"'ated mixtures would conduct enough water to cause 
s aturation . The s and cores were prep are d by fi lling tubes with dry 
s and and then they were s aturated with water.  All cores wer•e prepared 
in  trip l i cate for each of th e procedures outline d .  
The cores w e re  p l ace d in styrofoam b locks and allowed to free ze 
from b oth ends for 24 hr at approxi mate ly - 10 C in a  w alk-in freezer.  
Two drops o f  166 g /1 Ca ( N0 3 ) 2 or 171  g/1 NaN0 3 s olut i on were c1pplied 
to one en d of e ach core . Two cores of e ach clay mixt ure re cei v&d no 
nitrate app li cati on an d  were used to che ck for variab le ele c trode 
j un ction potentials. The sand cores received a Ca ( HO 3 ) 2 addition and 
no check sand- cores were prepared because variable j unction potenti als 
were prevLmsly found not to develop in this sand. 
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The cores were placed in ECC-A with a te1119erature controlled plate 
( usin g 0ne power source) at either end of the cores. Temperatures 
were monitored durin g the 3-week duration at both core-plate interfaces . 
They ranged from -6. l  to - 3 . 3 C with the majority between -6. l to - 4 . 4 C .  
Sampling the 1O- cm-lcng cores was accomplished by sli cing through 
the slits between the O. 8- cm lengths of tube . The samoles were allowed 
to air dry and nitrate analyses were conducted using l g of samp le w:: th 
10 ml of water-extracting solution. 
An analysis of variance with depth , reollcation , and soil as the 
main effects was conducted. Another analysis was conducte d  using 
values calculated for- each core by tak ing the ratio of the nitrates 
folli1d in t he 1- to 1O- cm depth to total ni trates in the column. 
5 .  Nitrate movement in frozen saturated soils that were sub jected to 
a temperature gradient 
Kyle- clay , Vienna-loam, and Egeland-sandy-loam disturbed soils 
were packed into 2 . 5-cm I. D. (5-cm long) cores, saturated, and laced 
in drill holes in a styrofoam sheet. ( Fig. 6 ). The cores , i nsulated 
except on their ends , were sub jected to a temperature of � -10 C for 24  
hr in a. walk- in freezer. One ( 1 )  drop of  sat . Ca ( NO 3 ) 2 was applied to 
one end of each core. The hlock of cores was placed in ECC-A with the 
cold and warm ends held at - 3 . 3 and -0. 5 C ,  respectively, for 164 hr. 
Nitrates were applied either on the warmer or cooler core end. Che ck 
cores for €ach treatment (no  nitrate appli cation ) were also subjected 
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to the similar temperature di fferen tial. All cores Here prepared 
in duplicate for each of the procedures outlined. Temperatures were 
moni tored at hour intervals at both platE::-core interfaces and at the 
middle of the column . During the 164-hr period , terr�eratures of 
slightly greater than 0 C were meas ui"\ed for a consecutive 6-hr period. 
The cores were sampled by cm increments and duplicate samples were 
analyzed for ni trates for each depth . The reported values were the 
differences between the treatnent and check cores . If the di ffere�ce 
was less than or equal to zero the nitrate content was recorded as 0 
ppm. P..n analysis of variance of these di fferences was conducted using 
posi tion, replication , depth, and type of soi l as main effects . 
6 .  Others 
The tuli formity of  the density of a sand column, which was compacted 
using 1810 kg of pressure , was analyzed using values obt ained from both 
gamma-ray attenuation and gravimetric moisture determinations . Various 
size- fractions of sand with di fferent moisture contents in 7 . 6-cm I . D .  
polyethylene cores were placed in a gamma-ray beam to determine atten­
uation at each cm-depth increment. Moisture contents were calculated  
assuming constari t  densi t:,r with depth for each core . The cores were then 
sampled at crr�depth increments and .the moisture content was determined 
gravimetrically. The moisture contents from each deter•mination for each 
depth within each core were correlate d. 
Other nitrate-movement experiments were designe d, implemented, and 
most were analyzed. These included : nitrate movement ca:1Sed by passage 
of  a freezing front ·through columns with various initial nitrate dis­
tributions , . nitrate movement in colurrns which had their two ends at 
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different tempePatures and we re initially uniform in nitrate contents 
with depth , move�ent of nitrate from its application surface when each 
o f  the two ends of  the core were maintaine d at diffe rent subfraezing 
temper'atures ,  and nitrate movement during multifreezing and thawing 
cycles in various soils at spe cified moistur2 contents. Both disturbed 
and undisturbed soil cores were used in e i ther ECC-A or ECC-B. 
B. Field 
1. Year• 1 - Nitrate distribution after fall or winter app lication 
The soil moj_sture content in the fall averaged 24 � 696 for the 0- to 
17- cm depth. The "before freeze" nltrate was applied (570  kg/he ctare 
of  solid KN0 3 -N) October 16 with the "after freeze" treatment applied 
January 15. Three replications cf each treatment were use d .  
Plots and cores were sampled April 1 .  At the time o f  sampling  
( the warmest day to date that spring) solid frost began at an �8- cm 
depth. Ice crystals wen� pr-esent in the 0- to 8-cin layer. Ni t1�ate 
contents were de t�rrnined for e ach cm increment ( totaling 17 ) and moisture 
contents for alte rnate iepths. An analysis of variance was conducte d 
using  depth , replication,. time of application, cmd core or no cor'e 
treatments as main e ffe cts. 
2. Year 2 - Nitrate distribution after fall or winter appli cation 
E geland-sandy ... loam, Vienna-loam , and Kyle- clay disturbed s oils were 
place d  in 7. 6-crn I . D cores. They were brought to moisture tensions of 
either• 0,  0. 34 , or l .  0 2  atm. Nitrates were app lied as 2 rr.l of sat. 
Ca(N0 3 ) 2 • Two sep arate e xperiments were performed  with the dis turbe d  
core samples ( a ,b ) .  In addition, one experiment with undisturbed fie lo. 
soils was performed ( c ) . 
a . All thl;"ee soils at each mois ture level were placed in the 
field either before or after freezing wi th nitrates applied 
to the top surface . All cores were rrepared in duplicate. 
b. The - Egeland-sandy-loam and Vienna-loam s oils at either 0 . 34 
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or 1. 02 atn of mo isture tension were used for diffusion 
colunms . Nitrates were applied either on the top or bottom of 
the cores which were placed in the field either before or after 
free zin g. All cores were placed in styrofoam blocks with the 
bottoms o f  each core fo. thermal contact with the underlyin g 
soil. All cores were prepared in dupli cate. 
c. Nitrates were applied to undisturbed Vienna-loam soi l either 
before or after freezine on either uncovered pl ots or plots 
covered with polyethylene sheeting. Nitrates were applied 
as powdered Ca( NO 3 ) 2 at 5 70 kg/hectare. 
For the experi�2nts ( a, b, and c )  the Defo1� freezin g treatments 
were applied October 31, 19 71 , with the after freezing treatments 
applied January 8 ,  19 7 2 .  Sampling occurred on March 5,  19 72 . Temper­
atures were mon"i tored on the warmest days for 1 ,  5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 
50, 70, 100,  and 160 cm depths . Soil moisture contents for the 
surrounding area were determined for 10-cm increMents to a depth of  
70 cm on the dates listed above.  Nitrates we roe analyzed for each 3-cm 
increment of depth . The s tarting base for the firs t  depth was the end 
on which nitrates were applied (whether bottom or top ) .  Analyses of  
variances of nitrate values for ( a )  and (b ) were conducted using 
appropriate treatments as main effects . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Passage cf a freezing front through either saturated or tmsaturated 
sand columns caused a net movenEnt of nitrate ions in the direction of 
freezing greater than could be accounted for by diffusion . Figure 18 
illustrates the distributi on of nitrates in sand columns under the 
conditions described by Experiment A-part 1 ( Exp. A-1). 
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Fig .  18  Distribution cf n. i trate ions in either frozen or unfrozen 
sand  columns . Sx = 5 .  O 
Note the greates't movement occurred in unsaturated columns which were 
frozen. The analysis of variance and me ans are presented in Appendix 
A ( App. A ) . 
The depth and rate of freezing are reported in  App . A-d. The 
unsaturated sand froze at a faster rate than the saturated sand. The 
freezing rate difference cannot be interpreted as being caused by 
differences in the diffusion colunms because the heat flux from each 
column may not have been the same. The small difference in freezing 
rate does not lead the author to believe that this could explain the 
large difference in nitrate distribution . 
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The differences between movement in saturated and unsaturated 
frozen sands could be because a larger number of brine-pockets formed 
in the saturated sand. 
Since the thermal conductivity of quartz is greater than that for 
water , heat flow through a sand grain would be greater than through 
water-filled voids between grains. Water may have frozen on the side 
of the sand grain away from the freezing front before the water in the 
voids was frozen. This would tend to restrict solute movement away 
from the f1�ezing front by trapping the solute in water- filled voids. 
In the unsaturated sand the voids would be filled with air and the 
solute would be restricted from entering these areas for subsequent 
entrapment. 
The analys is of variance of nitrate data for Exp. A-2 is presented 
in App.  B-a. Appendix B-b lists the means for both the block ( freezing 
direction)- by-depth interact ion and the depth main effect . The block­
by-depth means appear to be different mainly in the 0- to 1-cm depth 
increment and th�refore are difficult to intrepret. Except for the 
surface increment , values tend to be negative in the upper part of 
the core and positive in the lower part. The negative trend probably 
was caused by diffusion inhibition in the frozen cores next to the 
surface where nitrate was applied. Below the 6- t o  7-cm depth , all 
values were positive . This nonrandom distribution suggests t hat the 
nitrate contents within frozen cores were greater below the surf�ce 
zone of diffusion inhibition than within cores receiving no freezing 
treatment. Nitrates may have been relocated w�en the freezing front 
passed through the core. 
Data presented in Table 1 yields evidence that movement of 
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nitrates occurred with each freeze-thaw cycle if the data were corrected 
to zero diffusion time . 
Table 1 - Nitrate me ans ( ppm N0 3 -N ) for Exp. A-2 involving multifreezing 
of a saturated Vienna-loam soil. 
Treatment 
Depth 
A 1 ( f )  C l ( f )  E 1 ( f ) A 1 ( f)+C 1 ( f ) +E 1 ( f) C( u )  Increment 
1 nr nr nr nr  nr 
2 187 333 42 5 9 45 125 0  
3 41. 3 69 . 9  30 7 418 2 81 
4 27. 5 19 . 0  24. 6  71 . 1  5 4 . 1 
5 6 . 66 3. 19 18 . 5 28 . 3 7 .  80 
6 6 . 02 4 . 46 3 . 71 14. 2 4 . 2 8  
where nr = not �eported , depth-increment 1 = 0-1 cm • • • 6 = 5- 6 cm� 
A 1 ( f) ;  C 1 ( f) ;  E 1 ( f ) = corrected nitrate distribution due to first , 
second , and third freeze-thaw cycles resnectivelv ( corrected to zero • · • 1 1 1 ·  ' ' � time diffusion ) , A ( f ) +C ( f ) tE ( f) = the total corrected nitrate dis-
tribution after three freeze-thaw cycles , and C(u) = distribution in 
unfrozen soil after the same time interval as [A 1 ( f )+c 1 ( f)+E 1 ( f) ]. 
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The corrected data are not quantitative values but are semi -quantitative 
estimates of nitrate distribution after consecutive freeze-thaw cycles 
with zero thaw time . 
Movement of nitrate associated with unidirectional freezing through 
the sand and Vienna-loam soils probably involved many processes. Salt 
rej ection from the ice into the freezing water with concurrent diffusion 
of the concentrated salts was a mechanism for movement away from the 
freezing front. The formation of brine pockets which have lower 
freezing points would tend to allow the freezing front to move more 
rapidly th�"1 the nitrates . The brine pockets subsequently may have 
been subj ected to gravity flow through the column. Movement of water 
both to and from the freezing front may have carried soluble s alts. 
Salts may also have migrated slowly through unfrozen films in the 
frozen materials but the prior two experiments were_ probabl)r not 
conducted long enough for this to be important. 
The analysis of varia�ce for Exp. A-3 is presented in App. C .  
The nitrate means involved in the highly significant SFD ( soil-by­
freezing-by-depth) , FD , SD , and D interactions and main effects can 
be readily observed in Table 2. 
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Tab le 2 - Nitrate dis tribution ( ppm N0 3 -N ) with dep th after e ither a 
free ze or free ze-th aw cycle in Vienna- loam s oil either at O 
or O .  34 atrn of mois ture tens ion with nitrates app lied to the 
w arm end of the c olumn . 
Column ( a ) (b ) a-b ( c ) ( d )  c-d 
Freezing Fr•ozen Frozen Di ff.  Frozen Frozen Di ff .  
tre atment & thawed & thawed 
Wate1, o . 34 atm o .  34 atm 0 atm 0 atm 
tens i on 
Depth 
increment 
1 nr nr nr nr nr nr 
2 882 1370 - 4 8 8  9 2 7  1470 - 5 4 3  
3 25 1 411 -160 44-5 8 31 - 386 
4 6 8 . 4 9 0 . 0  -2 1 . 6  169 36 1 - 19 2  
5 21 . 4 2 8 . 7 - 7 . 3 6 1 . 4 1 36 - 7 4 . 6  
6 9 . 95 1 1. 7  - 1 .  7 5  30 . 0  5 3 . 4  - 2 3 . 4 
7 8 . 10  6 . 25 1 . 93 16 . l  20 . l  -4 . 00 
8 9 . 2 1 6 . 41 2 .  80 1 3 . 1  11 . l  2 . 0 0 
9 9 . 6 7  5 . 6 2 4 . 0 5  12 . 2  9 . 5 3 2 . f- 7  
10 12 . 3  6 . 5 8  5 . 72 15 . 2  10 . 0  5 . 20 
11 14 . 6  8 . 04 6 . 56 15 . 5  11 . 3 4 . 20 
12 16 . 2  10 . 5  5 .  70 16 ., l 11.. 9 4- .  80 
1 3 1 3 . 8 10 . 9  2 . 90  15 . 7  13 . 2  2 . 50 
14 1 7 . 9  11 . 4  6 . 50 14 . 3  1 3 . 8  o . so 
15 14 . 4  8 . 5 3  5 . 87 16 . lt 14 .. 1 2 .  30 
16 1 3 . 1 7 . 0 7 4 . 5 7 16 . 0  1 3 . 6 2 . uo 
1 7 10 . 4  6 . 0 7  4 . 33  17 . 8 10 . 9  6 . 9 0 
18 16 . 7 11 . 3 � ., 40 2 3 . 6  9 . 26 111 . 3 
where nr =- not report ed , depth-increment 1 = 0 - 1  cm • • •  18 = 17- 18 cm 
frozen = cores s ampled whi le frozen , frozen an d th awed = cores s amp le d  
when th awe d ,  an d  di ff . = di fference in con centrat i on between the two 
indi cate d columns . 
For the Vienn a- loam s oi l  at b oth moisture leve ls , the con cen trat ions 
beyond the 6·- to 7- cm depth were les s for the th awed than for the 
frozen cores . Wat er may have moved to the cold end during freezing 
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and may have been redistributed during thawing .  With the redistribution 
of water there appears to  have been an accumulation of nitrates toward 
t he warm end where the nitrates were applied. A mechanism for nitrate 
movement therefore was created by water migration during freezing and 
thawing. 
The nitrate concentration means for depth for various classes of 
soil materials at given moisture levels for Exp. A-4 are presented in 
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Fig. 19 - Nitrate distribution in sand an d  clay-sand mixtures used in 
Exp . A-4 when column temperatures were held at � -5 C for a 
3-week duration. 
where depth 1 = 0-1 cm • • •  10 = 9-10 cm , C = calcium saturated , 
N = sodium saturated, K = kaolinite, M = montmorillonite , L = sand , 
2 = moisttu"e level at 20% ,  and S = moisture level at saturation. 
Sx = 18. 6.  
The colunms in Fig. 19  and Table 3 are ranked from left to right 
in the order of the decreasing nitrate content found in the 1- to 
10-cm depth divided by the amount in the 10- cm lon g core ( refer to 
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App .  D-b for the analysis of variance) .  This fraction measured nitrate 
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movement from the 0- to 1-cm depth . 
Table 3 -F1--action of  nitrates in the 1- to 10- cm depth to total in 




0 . 5 9 5  
NK2 
0 . 592  
CKS CM2 
0 . 49 2  
CMS 
0 . 46 8  
NM2 
0 . 19 1  
LS 
0 . 0 36 
where soil = same notat i on as used in Fi� .  19 and fractions = fraction 
of the nitrate measured in the 1- to 10-cm in crement to the nitrate 
measure·d in the 0- to 10- cm increment (average of 3 reps) .  
Sx = 0. 0 35 
It is evi dent f1"om data presented in b oth Fig. 19 and Table 3 
that clay types, saturatin g cations , a�d moisture levels all affecte d 
the distribution o f  nitrates in the columns th at were frozen be fore 
the nitrates were added. Table 3 indicates the fraction (nitrate 
measured in the 1- to 10- cm depth to the total nitrate content measured 
in the 10- cm-long colunm ) was greater for columns containing kaolinite 
clays than for columns containing montmorilloni te clays . For the 
columns at a 20% moisture level , the fractj_on appeared to be  depen den t 
upon saturatin g cation f9r the montmorillonite columns but not for the 
kaolinite columns . Both calcium-saturated-clay types had a smaller 
fraction in the saturated in comparison to  the unsaturated columns. 
Very little movement occurred in the saturated sand. 
The difference in movement between the saturated and uns aturated 
soils was probably due to a reducti on in continuous films in the saturat­
ed soils .  As water froze and expancied in th e pores scil p art i c les were 
pushed apa:r•t which resulted in decreased numbers of continuous liqui d 
like fi lms available for nitrate movement. As previous ly indi cated , 
different homoionic-clays possess similar thicknesses of liquid-like 
water at approximately -5  C. Also the d(OOl )  for the different ionic 
saturations are similar at this teiTlperature. Therefore,  differences 
in ni  t:rate movement for ei the:;:- sodium- or calcium-s aturated kaolinite 
and montmorilloni te were probably due to nitrate-to-clay-surface 
interactions. When the diffus e double-layer is thicker ( i . e. sodium 
compared to calcium) restriction of nitrate movement could be caused 
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by negative adsorption . This effect would cause restri ct ion cf nitrate 
movement by small pores and thin liquid films and could produce the 
observed results for the sodium- versus calcium-saturated montmoriJ.loni.te 
soil. Evident ly, effects of the diffuse double layer did not al ter 
nitrate movement in the calcium- or sodium-s aturated kaolinite system. 
Movement in the sand columns was small probably because continuous 
un frozen water films were nearly absent .  
Table i:. illustrates the nitrate content means for the position­
by-depth-by-soil ( PDS ) interaction for Exp . A-5. 
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Table 4 - Nitrate cont ent means (ppm N0 3 -H ) for the PDS interaction i on 
Soil 







Exp . A- 5 .  





19 . 5 
0 . 81 
Cold 
69 8 
2 3 8 
60 . 8  
3. 66  





4 8. 0  
15 . l  




5 . 9 7  
0 
0 
Ere land Sandy Loam 
Warm 
5 8 8  
29 8 
80 
15 . 9  
13 . 6  
Cold 
638 
7 8 . 0  
18 . 5 
13. 2 
where depth 1 = 0-1 cm • 6 = 5-6 cm and position = nitrates  app J.ied  
either to  warm or  cold end  of  the colunms . 
Sx = 2 1 . 5 
Movewent of nitrates from the application surface was evi dent for 
all soils descrihed in Exp. A- 5 . Movement from the warm ( -0 . 5 C )  
surface was greater than movement from the cold surface ( - 3 . 3 C )  
e xcep t  for the Ege land san dy loam. Many factors could have been 
involve d . The Soret e ffect, ni trat:e movement w :i  th mass  flow of wate r 
to the cold surface � liquid-li ke films with diffe ren t thicknesses as 
diffusion paths , formation of  ice lenses 
9 
and negative absorption 
qualities of  various soils could not be distin guished in the expe riment . 
The smull diffe�ence i n  distributions for the E ge land-sandy-loam soil 
could have been due to its insensitivity to any o f  these factors . 
The data illus trate that nitrate movemen t  in frozen soi ls did  occur 
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for the des cribed conditions Q 
Results obtained from the procedures described in Exp. A-6 were 
variable in most cases , and offered little interpretable information. 
Correlation coefficients { r )  ranging from 0. 2 5  to 0 . 9 8  were calculated 
for the comparisons of moisture con�ents determined by either gamma-ray 
attenuation procedures or gravimetric methods. For the grade o silica­
sand ,  which was us ed in the nitrate-movement studies , ( r )  was 0. 8 3  
and 0. 75 for two different cores each a t  an average 10% moisture 
content. These values indicate that up to 69% of the variation in 
measured gamma-ray values could be accounted for with moisture content 
c.l-ianges. There fore, 31% o f  the variation was due to factors other than 
moisture content which could have included density ch anges. 
Results from the nitrate-movement procedures described in Exp. 
A-6 are not presented in detail. In many cases , the experimental 
vari ability was so large that the main effects or interactions were 
not significant. The variability appeared to be reduced when disturbed 
rather than undisturbed di ffusion colurrn1s were used. Equipment 
malfunctions caused some experimental durations to be too short for 
detectable nitrate movement. Compaction of undisturbed soils in 
co1"€s during multifreezing and thawing cycles caused nitrate movement 
by movement of the soil from one depth to another. In most cases , 
nitrate moved during freezing or in frozen systems but no s�atisti cally 
si gnifi cant differences were found between the frozen an d  unfrozen 
systems . 
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The analysis of variance for the first-year ' s  field experiment 
(Exp .  B-1 ) is presented in App . F. The depth-by-nitrate application 
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Fig. 20 - The DN interaction means for Exp .  B-1 :  where NN = no 
ni tr,ates applied , BF = nitrates applied before freeze ,  and 
AF = nitrates app lied after freeze. 
Sx = 2 1. 8  
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Figure 20 reveals that nitrates did move under the conditions described 
in Exp. B-1. However , the experiment was difficult to interpret because 
no temperature data were taken to confirm that the system remained 
frozen between the after-freeze-treatment application and the samp ling 
time. The DNC ( DN-by-core ) intera.ction was s ignificant which again 
limits interpretation of the DN interaction. The grand mean of the 
moisture content data was 39. 1% ( initially 24. 6% )  indicating that water 
moved into the 0- to 17-crn layer during the fall and/or winter. This 
could have been either from subsoil water movement into the surface 
layers or from precipitation leaking through the canvas covering. 
The analysis of variance for Exp. B-2a is presented in App . G. 
Due to high experimental variability only the depth main effect was 
significant and no interactions were signi ficant at the O . OS level. 
The depth-by-time ( DT )  interaction was significant at the 0 . 1 level. 
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Fig. 21 - Means for the DT interaction in 
Exp. B-2 a : where BF =  
application before freeze and AF = applic
ation after freeze. 
A greater nitrate movement occurred when 
the time of app li cation 
was before rather than after freezing. T
he experiment confirms 
movement occurred even when the soi ls wer
e frozen. At the times 
measured , no soil temperatul'es were grea
ter than O C between the 
after-freeze -treatment appli cation and t
he samplin g date. 
The analysis of variance for Exp . B-2b 
is pres ented in App .  G- c. 
The interactions of maj or interest were 
those containing depth terms. 
The depth-by-position-by-moisture level 
( DPM)  and depth-by-time-by-
soils ( DTS ) were sign ifi cant. 
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Table 5 - Nitrate means (ppm N0 3 -N ) for the DPM interaction in EA--p. B-2b. 
Nitrate Application Surface 
Surface Subsurface Surface Subsurface 
Soil water tension 
Depth 0. 34 atm 0. 34 atm o atm 0 atm 
1 1220  1220 1110 1110 
2 470 470 460 446 
3 166 166 204 190 
4 71. l 70. 6 9 8 . 0  84 . 2  
5 34. 4 33 . 9 44. 9  31. 1 
6 2 6. 7  26 . 2  39 . 8 26.l 
fraction o .  3 86 0 . 3 86 0. 432 0 . 414 
where depth 1 = 0- 3 cm • • •  6 = 15-1 8  cm and fraction = the sum of the 
values between 3 and 18  cm to the total in the 0- to 1 8--cm core. 
SX = 17. 2 
The greater fractions which occurred for the saturated th&, for 
the unsaturated soils (Table 5 )  probably resulted from greater nitrate 
movement from the 0 - to 3-cm depth. The nitrate contents with depth 
tended to be greater for the surface-applied saturated treatment than for 
the subsurface-applied saturated treatment but the same trend did not 
occur for the unsaturated tpeatments. Due to a thick snow cover the 
surface temperature gradients were small. Therefore , significant water 
movement upwards within the cores would not be expected. The nitrate 
values reported �n Table 5 do not distinguish between the before-
or after- freeze-nitrate-application treatment. The DPMT interaction 
was not significant. 
The data in Table 6 suggest t�at a larger difference in nitrate 
content for depth 1 between the before and after freeze was present 
for Vienna loam than the Egeland sandy loam.  This may suggest tha.t 
the frozen soils i� comparison to the unfrozen soils had a large� 
proportion of the ions moved in the finer textured Vienna-loam soil 
during the frozen period. 
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Table 6 -Nitrate means ( ppm N0
3
-N) for the DTS interaction in Exp . B-2b.  
Vienna loam Egeland sandy loam 
N0 3 application N0 3 application 
before after diff. before after diff .. 
freeze freeze freeze freeze 
Depths (a) ( b )  a-b ( c) ( d )  c-d 
1 901  1470 -569 9 11 1370 -459 
2 626 338 288 518 364 154 
3 277 127 150 269 5 3. 1  216 
4 148 55. 2 9 2 . 8 10 2 18. 6 8 3. 4  
5 59. l 4 3 . 0 16. 1 22. 5 8 .  80 1 3. 7 
6 47. 2 5 3. 1 -5. 9 11. 8 6 . 71 5 . 09 
where 1 = 0- 3 cm . . . 6 = 15-18 cm . • 
Sx = 17. 5 
Table 7 illustrates ni tra·te distributions with depth for Exp . B-2c. 
With the sampling procedure used interpretation of the various treatments 
were difficult so the covered and noncovered treatments were summed to  
obtain the reported means. 
Table 7 - Nitrate ( ppm NO 3-N ) d.istribution for Exp. B-2c. 
Nitrate appli cation treatments 
Nitrates applied Nitrates applied No nitrates 
Dtpth before freeze after freeze applied 
1 460 359 52 . 1  
2 309 84.9 4 8 . 2 
3 89 . 0  49 . l  39 . 1  
4 5 3 .  5 5 3 . 4 3 8 . 7 
5 39 . 4  41. 5 38. 3 
6 34. 6 2 8 . 6  3 3 . 2 
7 30 . 9  2 3 . 5 31. 8 
where 1 = 0-10 cm , 2 = 10-20 cm • • •  7 = 60-70 cm. 
Even though each value 1""eported was the composite of five 
subsamples and �as summed over two replications ( after combining 
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the covered and non-covered treatment ) the total recovery of the 
applied nitrates for the before- or after-freezing  tPeatment was 
dissimilar. This leads the author to believe that a representative 
sample was not obtained. However, it appears that nitrate movement 
could have occurred to depths of 30 to 40 cm in both before- and after­
freeze applications . The nitrate content of  the snow a� 0 to  2 cm 
from the ground surface over the lli1covered plots averaged 2 . 7  ppm 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Nitrate move�ent in freezing or frozen soils could involve the 
followin g mechai�isms : salt rejection from the ice in the freezing 
soil solution , diffusive flow due to salt concentration gradients, 
movement with mass flow of water , either diffusive or gravity migration 
of brine pockets , and redis tribution due to thermally induced ion­
activity gradients (Soret effect). Many movemen t mechanisms require 
continuous, liquid-like moisture films to be present. Most of the 
mechanisms are influenced by various soil  properties. 
Nitrate movement in the direction of freezin g in saturated or 
unsaturated sand columns was greater than movement by diffusion in 
similar but unfrozen sand colunms. Salt rejection from the ice in the 
freezing soil solution probably caused this movement. The movement was 
greater for uns aturated than for saturated sand possibly b ecaus e more 
brine pockets were formed and were trapped in the ice in saturated 
soils. Cores of s aturated Vienna loam , that were frozen and thawed 
successively , had nitrate distributions after each freeze-thaw cycle 
which could have been caused by nitrate movement away from the freezing 
front in each cy cle • 
Transport of nitrates by the mass flow of  water as the soil froze 
and thawed was a mov ement mechanism. In an unidirectionally frozen 
and thawed column , nitrates moved toward the warm end,  wi th the hi ghest 
nitrate concentration , during the thaw cycle. This was probably because 
water moved toward the cold end durin g freezing  and away during thawing. 
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Nitrate movement away from an app li cati on surface in " frozen" (-5  C )  
clay-s an d  mi xture s was in fluenced by the clay type , the clay ' s  
exchzngeab lc cat ions , an d the moisture con tent . Ne gat i ve ads orpt i on 
of nitrate by clay s ur•faces an d th e interruption of liq ui d- fi lm 
continuity by thin i ce .:enses prob ab ly were the maj or factors control­
lin z nitrate movement . In comp arison to t:he s and- clay mi xtures , very 
li ttle movement occurre d in saturated s and colunns due t o  the lac� of 
con tinuous , un frozen liquid- like films . 
N itrc3:te s , app lied t o  e i ther the cold ( - 3 .  3 C )  or warm ( -0 . 5 C )  end 
of s at urate d  columns of Kyle clay , Vienna loam , or Ege lan d  s an dy loam , 
move d fr-om the app licat ion surface where the nit rate con centrat ion was 
h i gh .  Larger con centrat i ons we re meas ured in the appli cat ion en d when 
the app licat i on w as on the ce>ld en d  ins te ad of th e warm end for both 
Kyle c lay and Vienn a loam but n ot for the E ge land s andy loam.  Movement 
me chanis:·.1s involved prob ab ly were d� ffus ion due to con centrat i or.. or 
thermal gradients , brine-pocket mi grat i on , and moverr.en t w ith mas s  flow 
of water . 1empe rat ure di fferen ces between the en ds of the frozen core 
caused the liqui d fi lms t o  be th inner in th e cold en d th an in the w arm 
en d.  There fore , i on movement c:..l1ay from th e cold end was less  be cause 
the liquid- like fi lms we re thinner . In  addition J liquid-water movemen t 
could h ave transporte d ni trates b ack to  the cold end .  Fie ld s tudi es 
reve ale d t h at either fall. or winter surface- app lied n itrat e mi grated 
downward away from the s urface t o  depths of about 30 cm. 
Thus , nitrate s moved during soi l  free ziil p, and in frozen s oils . 
The movement was . depen dent upon the tempe rat u� an d  tempe rat ure gra­
dien ts in the soil system an d upon various phys i cal and chemi cal 
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properties of the soil which affected the nitrate movement mechanisms . 
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Analysis o f  variance and tables of means for Exp. A-1. 
a. Analysis of variance table. 
SOURCE OF DEGREES or MEAN 
VARIATI ON FREEDOM SQUARES 
D 17 4136 711 . 0 0 
R 2 7 88 . 0 1 
DR 34 149 2 . 03 
l 92 . 9 6 
DF 17 30 06 8 5 . 6 8  
RF 2 150 1 .  13 
DRF 34 2413 . 47 
l 309 . 33 
DM 17 9035 5. 75 
RM 2 12 7 4 . 00 
DRM 31� 39 9 . 17 
FM l 6 .  85 
DFM 17 1189 80 . 06 
RFM 2 9 9 60 . 36 
DRFM 34 306 1 .  5 4  
TOTAL 2 15 






where D = depth , R = replication , F = frozen or non-frozen s M = 
moisture content , * * =  s i gni fi cant at the 0 . 01 leve l , and ns = 
not significant. 
b. Percent water in frozen cores. 
Depth ( cm) 
1-2 
17- 1 8  
Saturated 





8 . 3  
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87 . 3 
6 5 . 4  
52 . 5  
2 3 .  8 
11. 1 
2. 79 





2 . 50 
2 . 50 
2. 50 
Frozen 








45 . 1  
19 � 7  
3. 07  
2. 50 
2 " 50 
2 . 50 




2 . 50 
DF 
Non-frozen 




2 . 5 4  
2 . so 
2 . 50 
2 . so 
2 . 50 
2 . so 
2. 50 
2 .. 50 
2. 50 
2 . 50 
2. 50 
2. 50 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
Saturated 




44 . 9  
7 . 5 7  
4 . 5 3  
2 . 50 
2 . so 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
2. 50 
2 . 50 
2. 50 
2 . 50 
2 .. 50  
DM 
Unsaturated 








45 . l  
19. 7 
3 .. 0 8  
2 . 50 
2. 50 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
2 s 50 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
2. 50 
where depth-increment l = 0-1 cm, • • • • • • • • • •  18 = 17-18 cm. 
Sx for DFM = 32 . 
DFM 
FS FU NS N U  
2 5 80 1190 3020 3140 
758  648  559  510 
204 521 26. 6 8 . 21 
87. l 421 2 . 77 2. 50 
12. 4 332 2. 50 2. 50  
6 . 38 250 2 . 50 2 . 5 0 
2. 50 20 3 2 . 50 2 . so 
2. 50 8 8 . 0 2 . 50 2. 50 
2. 50 37. 1 2 . 50 2. 50  
2. 50 3 . 83  2. 50 2 . 50 
2. 50 2. so 2. 50 2. 50 
2. 50 2. 50 2 . 50 2. 50 
2. 50 2 . 50 2. 50 2. 50  
2 . 50 2 . 50 2 . 50 2. so 
2 . 50 2. 50  2 . 50 2. 50  
2 . 50 2. 50 2 .. 50  2. 50 
2 . 50 2. 50 2 . 50 2. 50 
2. 50 2 . 50 2 . 50  2. 50  
d. Depth of fre·ezing and length of freezing ·  time . 








12 . 1  
1 8 . 0 
9. 4  
11. 6  
13. 0 
18. 0 
6 4  
APPENDIX B 
Analysis of variance and tab le of me ans for Exp . A-2 .  
a. Analysis of varian ce table. 
SOURCE OF DEGREES OF MEAN LEVEL OF  
VARIATION FREEDOM SQUARES SIGNIFICANCE 
D 17 99 871 . 50 * * 
B 1 85 161.  06 ns 
DB 17 66994 . 18 * 
s 2 9520 . 89 ns 
DS 34 1702 3 . 09 ns 
BS 2 36 5 83 .  0 3  ns 
DBS 34 31879 . 50 
TOTAL 107 
where D = depth , B = block ( position ) , S = number of cycles , * = 
significant at the 0 . 0 5 level , * * =  signifi can t  at the 0 . 0 1  level , 
and ns = not s ignificant. 
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b.  Nitrate-difterence ( frozen-unfrozen) means ( ppm N0 3-N) of the D 
























-16 7  
- 7 8 . 8 
-7 . 6 5  
- 16 . 9 
o .  39 
1.  32 
0 . 41 
0 . 69 
0. 1s 
o . ss 
o . 38 
a . so 
o . 33 
0 , 44 
l . ll 






- 87 . 8 
- 3 .  7 8  
0 . 9 8  
1 . 2 3  
1. 32 
o .  39 
0 , 9 4 
1 . 46 
0 , 9 9 
0 , 31 
0 , 90 
0 . 6 4 
o .  76 
1 . 12 
1 . 11 
where depth-increment 1 = 0-1 cm , • • • •  18 = 17-18  cm. 
Sx = 10 3 
Bottom Block 
89 5 
- 121  
- 176 
-69 ., 7 
- 11. 5 
- 34 .  7 
- 0 . 43 
1 . 32 
0 , 43 
0 . 41t 
o . ou 
0 . 11 
0 , 44 
0 . 10 
0 . 02 
0 . 12 
1. 0 9  
o.  32 
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APPENDIX C 
Analysis of variance for Exn . A-4 .  
a .  P...nalysis of variance table . 
SOURCE OF DEGREES OF MEAN 
VARIATION FREEDOM SQUARES 
s 1 1196 3 3 . 87  
F 1 189 7 5 4 . 8 7  
SF l 18149 . 29 
R l 15 9 0 . 36 
SR 1 6 26 . 0 8 
FR 1 316 85 . 2 3 
SFR l 6 37 . 60 
D 16 1 3719 82 . 00  
SD 16 2 7 7 2 8 . 2 7 
FD 16 76 38 1. 6 8  
SFD 16 440 5 . 29 
RD 16 42 3 .  4 8  
SRD 16 240 4 . 14 
FRD 16 1546 2 . 0 7 
S FRD 16 1134 . 26 
O : SFRD 136 129 . 20 





where S = moisture content , F = soil s ampled after freezine or 
thawing , R = repli cation , D = depth from free zing front, O = 
observations , ns = not signifi ca.1t, �•: = si gnificant at t he O .  05 
level , an d * * =  signifi cant at the 0 . 01 level . 
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APPENDIX D 
finalys is of variance and tab le of me ans for Exp . A-4 . 
a. Analysis of vari ance for data presented in Fig .  19 . 
SOURCE OF DEGREES OF MEAN 
VARIATION FREEDOM SQUARES 
R 2 2 334 . 05 
D 9 562 3164 . 00 
RD 18 7994 . 00  
6 8380 . 26 
RS 12 1890 . 9 5  
DS 5 4  186 150 . 43 







where R = replications , D = depth , S = soil , it = significant 
at the 0 . 05 level , an<l * * = significant at the 0 . 0 1  level.  
b. Analysis of variance for data presented in Table 3. 
SOURCE OF DEGREES OF MEAN LEVEL OF 
6 8  
VARIATION FREEDOM SQUARES SIGNI�ICANCE 
s 6 0. 1442 * * 
ERROR 14 0 . 0037  
TOTAL 20 
where S = s oil a�d * * = significant at the O . Ol level.  
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CK2 NK2 CKS CM2 CMS NM2 LS 
1 1180 ll67 1330 1470 1374 2220 2850  
2 720 845 676 816 848 420 2 5. 6  
3 406 500 543  441 295 30 . 4  10 . 0  
4 241 19 7 257  81. 3  6 2. 7 10. 4 10 . 0  
5 195 6 8. 2  173 2 7. 0  14. 4  10 . 3  10. 0 
6 85. 0  28. 4 44 . 2  12 .  3 13. 0 14 . 7  10. 0 
7 37. 7 18. 9  15 . 3  11 . 7 11. s  12 . 4  10. 0 
8 18. 2 14. 3 11. 0 13 . 5 12 . 9  10 . 0  10 . 0  
9 13. 8 14. 0 10 . 7 11. 3  12 . 1  10 . 1  10 . 0  
10 17. 4 10 . 8  10. 4  16. 7 12 . 6  10 . 1  10 . 0  
where depth-increment l = 0-1 cm • • . . • . . . 10 = 9-10 cm , 
C = calcium saturated , N = sodium saturated , K = kaolinite clay , 
M = montmot"illoni te clay 11 L = sand , 2 = moisture level at 20% , and 
s = moisture level at saturation. 
Sx = 18. 6 .  
APPENDIX E 
Analysis of variance for Exp.  A-5.  
a.  Analysis of variance . 
SOURCE OF DEGREES OF MEAN 
VARIATION FREEDOM SQUARES 
p 1 1255 . 17 
R l 3. 15 
PR 1 36951 . 83  
D 4 15619 16 .. 00 
PD 4 46116 . 18 
RD 4 975 . 02 
PRD 4 13614. 89 
s 2 187 32 . 33 
PS 2 2 361. 26 
RS 2 3896. 00 
PRS 2 10 862 . 54 
DS 8 7541. 92 
PDS 8 1229 3 . 9 2  
RDS 8 42 33 . 19 
PRDS 8 1831. 68 





i: * · 
ns 
n s  
ns 
* * 
where P = position (nitrates added to the warm or cold end ) ,  R = 
replication , D = depth , S = soil, ns = not significant , and * * = 
significant at the 0 . 01 level. 
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Analysis of vari ance and table 
a.  Analysis of varian ce. 
















DRNC 6 4  
TOTAL 305 
APPENDIX F 
of means for Exp. 
MEAN 
SQUARES 




135 49. 8 3  
172 35 . 12 
2 854. 50 
1436 38. 25 
6567. 35 
7 7 884. 62 
110 5 ., 68 
129659. 81 
506 7.9 5  
30 759 . 71 
2090 . 21 






where D = depth , R = replication , N = applied nitrate before or 
after the soils were frozen or no nitrate application ,  C = core 
or field plot , ns = not significant , * =  significant at the o . o s 
level t an d * * =  signi ficant at the 0. 01  level . 
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b. . Me ans ( ppm ND
3
-N ) of the DN interaction. 
Nitrate application treatments 
Depth No Nitrates Ni.trates Applied 
Increment Applied Be fore Freeze 
1 22. 8 24 . 9  
2 16. 5 29. 9  
3 13. 2 31. 3 
4 7 . 2 8  35. 9 
5 6 . 04 41. 9 
6 5 . 2 7  51. 9 
7 4. 89 6 3 . 5 
8 4 .  82 80 . 8 
9 4 . 2 3  91. 9 
10 4 . 79 94 . 7 
11 5. 69 112 
12 5. 13  122 
13 4 . 6 7  120 
14 8 .  72 115 
15 10 . 3 1 32 
16 15. 7 159 
17 18 . 8  148 
where 1 = 0-1 cm • • . . . . . and 17 = 16-17 cm. 














90 . 7  




65 . 8  
7 3  
APPENDIX G 
Analysis of varian ce and tables of means for Exp. B-2. 









































































5 741971 . 00 
110690. 43 
192591. 50  
257280 . 06 
8122 33 . 00 
2 45639. 31 
16 45 89 .  37  
2019 0 1 . 31 
16 7044.  56 
61440 . 12 
2 17919 . 50 
264474. 75 
171135. 00 
2 1849 1. 31 
163 374 . 25 
15143 3 . 50 
1 89 9 11. 2 5  
2540 82 . 12 
181607 . 00 
1 85 132 . 8 1  
182 135 . 0 0  
199 62 3 .  00 
166 9 3 1 . 6 8  
26 3709 . 2 5 
207520 . 50 
2 38878 .. 12 
165 729 . 37 
1450 88 0} 00 
2 116 7 8 .  00 
155266 . 06 















where D = depth , R = replication , T = time of application , M = 
moisture content , S = s oil , ns = not s i gni fi cant and * * · = 
significant at the 0 . 01 level. 
b .  Means ( ppm N0 3-N ) o f  the DT interact ion for part ( a) .  















7 8 . S 
43 . 6  
2 3 . l 





60 . 3  
10 . 0  
where depth-increment 1 = 0- 3 cm • • •  ·• • • 6 = 15-18 cm. 
Sx = 96. 
c. Analysis of variance for part (b ) .  
SOURCE OF DEGREES OF 


























6222336. 0 0  
ti3112 . 9 2  
16771 . 19 
2 10 4 .  77 
392 . 54 
10 300 . 37 
37065 . 2 8 
210 . 62 
566812 . 75 
49 533 . 5 3 
13414 . 18 
839 88 . 50 
20 318 . 48 
1151 . 99  
27136 . 50 
2 426. 0 4  
45 83 . 55 
4 3720 . 37 
20139 . 79 
579 1 .  35 
2 1277 . 44 
2 20 1. 15 
2 36 5 . 2 3  
LEVEL OF 
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370 . 41 
1139 8 .  9 8  
2 7 30 5 . 89 
9 392 . 82 
4632 . 47 
5245 . 55 
12152 . 52 
6 87 9 . 76 
802 32 . 81 
4451 . 30 
266 3 . 35  
15627 . 29 
106 7 8 . 84 
13019 . 0 4 
45 531 . 5 3  
335 79 . 39 
6 35 . 47 
1 3122 . 7 8 
3 82 . 22 
2449 . 39 
72 3 . 45 
4326 . 46 
496 . 3 3 
60 8 3 . 9 5  
219 71 . 41 
602 8. 9 8  
89 3 . 12 
41336 . 76 
4325 . 33 
26 30 . 54 
6 5 6 5 6 . 43 
119 0 5 . 71 
312 50 . 3 3  
1560 8 . 6 3  
16 . 86 
4138 3 . 19 
6 . 19 
1815 . 71 
15 324 . 16 























where D = dep th , R = replication , P = pos ition , T = time of appli cat ion , 
M = moisture content , S = soil , ns = not s i P:;Tii fi cant , �•: = sign i fi cant  
at the 0 . 05  leve l , a,.�d * * = s ignificant at  the 0 . 01  leve l . 
7 6  
d. Representative temperature profiles ( degrees cer.tigrade ) for a bare 
Vienna-loam soi l. 
Date of  day-time soil temperatures 
Depth { cm) Oct .. 31 , 19 7 1  J an � 8 , 19 72 March s ,  19 72 
1 4. 1 -1. 1 - 3 . 7 
5 2 . 9  -1. 2 - 3 . 6 
10 2 . 5 -0 . 6  -2. 4 
15 2 . 9  -0 . 2  -2. 2 
20 Lt- . 7 0 - 1 . 6 
30 5 . 8  0. 4 -1. 1 
50 7 . 8 l.  7 0 
70 9 . 4 2 . 2  0. 4 
100 10 . 6  3 . 3 0 . 9  
160 11 . 4  5 . 0  2 . 2  
